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LaingBuisson has published the third edition of its Digital Health UK market report. Containing 
new and rebased data, the report provides the most accurate picture of the market available 
and gives full consideration to the impact that the pandemic has had on the adoption (or not) of 
different technologies, cutting through the myth to shine a light on the reality.

The report is vital reading to anyone with an interest in this emerging market, be they an 
investor, an advisor, a large corporate supplier, a health tech start-up, or someone working 
within procurement or IT within the healthcare sector.

The report offers insight into the current state of the UK healthcare sector’s digital transformation, 
and the potential benefits of scaling and penetrating existing proven technologies across the 
whole NHS. While digital health spending as a percentage of the overall healthcare budget 
has increased since 2020, we argue; is it enough to encourage a full-scale adoption of digital 
technology and construct a solid foundation for the NHS to build upon?

The report contains the latest available data and expert insights on:

‒  Patient Admission Systems (PAS)

‒  Electronic Patient Records/Electronic Medical Records (EPR/EMR)

‒  Specialist clinical systems

‒  Digital apps

‒  Wearables

‒  Artificial intelligence

‒  Interoperability across systems and sectors

‒  Pathology and radiology

It also provides insight into the UK’s largest purchaser of digital health, the NHS, how it works, 
how it is funded, its regulation and political considerations.

• CEOs and Boards of NHS Trusts and 
independent healthcare providers

• CIOs/CTOs of NHS Trusts and independent 
healthcare providers

• Procurement leads in NHS Trusts
• Regulators
• Large IT suppliers

• Healthcare IT start-ups
• Banks and investors
• Management consultants
• Business advisors
• Central government
• Think tanks
• Policy writers

Can the NHS harness the momentum of 
increased digital health spending?
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HealthcareMarketsUK covers all areas 
of independent healthcare including 
hospitals, primary care, mental healthcare, 
cosmetic surgery, flexible staffing, private 
medical insurance, dentistry and IVF. 
Subscription includes:

• Unique content - ten issues a year 
bring you market data and content 
you will not find elsewhere

• Real insight - commentary from the 
sector’s leading trade associations 
including IHPN and IDF

• Online archive - over 20 years of news 
and features

• Supplements - including roundtables, 
costs surveys, policy supplements and 
infographics

• Weekly news alerts - complete with 
live links to all stories and features

• Conference discounts - early bird 
rates for delegate passes
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Following healthy growth which bucked 
the economic trends of 2020/21, the 
private healthcare self-pay market 
continued its trajectory of market-beating 
growth throughout 2021/22.

Confidence that the market will continue 
to achieve double-digit growth in the next 
three years remains high. 

This report also has a focus on the state 
of the market following Covid-19. There 
is clearly a direct correlation between 
lengthening NHS waiting lists and people’s 
appetite to pay for their own treatment. 
No-one likes to be in unnecessary pain and 
the push factors may be enough to sustain 
continued growth in private healthcare 
self-pay. 

Private healthcare
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Based on returns from providers 
representing 95%-plus of the health cover 
market, Health Cover is the only publicly 
available source of reliable information on 
sector trends. 

The latest edition describes a sector that 
has successfully navigated the Covid 
pandemic of 2020/21. But the long-
awaited and much hoped-for resumption 
of real terms growth remains elusive.

Health cover market value reached 
£6,173m in 2020 (2019: £6,073m), but in 
real value terms it remains below the 2008 
peak. Health cover is also below its peak 
penetration of the population.

Health cover
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With major new entrants from overseas, 
including Germany’s Schoen Clinic and the 
United States based Cleveland Clinic, as well 
as Nuffield Health’s new London hospital 
at St. Bartholomew’s, hospital operators 
are putting large bets on the growth and 
prosperity of the Central London healthcare 
market. 

LaingBuisson’s new Private Acute 
Healthcare Central London report poses the 
question, what’s happening to private acute 
demand in the capital? 

Against a background of future 
unpredictability, the report offers a wealth 
of hard data on the Central London private 
healthcare market.

PRIVATE ACUTE CENTRAL LONDON EIGHTH EDITION
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